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This study is concerned with the analysis of engineering type 
expressions containing variables with associated random errors. The 
primary objectives were to present methodology for approximating the 
mean and variance of an expression and through simulation gain some 
insight as to the form of the overall distribution of the expression. 
A computer program is used in the study to analyze several different 
expressions. Augmentation of the program is easily accomplished to 
facilitate the study of any desired expression. 
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THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Purpose 
One aspect of statistical quality control deals with the statistics 
of combinations and tolerances. The problem associated with this study 
is the determination of the variance relationship for a function of 
random variables describing an engineering relationship so that the 
tolerance range can be computed. The objectives of the study are stated 
as follows: 
1. Illustrate the development and use of the propagation of errors 
technique as a practically and theoretically sound method to 
derive an expression for the variance of a given function in 
terms of the random variable composing the function, 
2. Compare the estimated variance from the propagation of errors 
analysis with the variance obtained through Monte Carlo simula-
tion to check for substantial differences, and 
3. Obtain a visible representation of the distribution for a given 
mathematical expression and present methodology and theory to 
help analyze its form. 
To address the problem and apply the results obtained through 
simulation and propagation of error analysis, a computer algorithm has 
been developed to analyze several functions of different form. The 
1 
2 
program will compute percentage error, the standard deviation, and mean 
value for an expression using the error approximation technique. The 
mean and standard deviation are also obtained through the simulation 
routine. A histogram is plotted from which the user may view the 
probability distribution in a graphic form. The results of the computer 
analysis provide the necessary data to determine tolerance limits as 
well as the effect of adjusting specification limits on individual 
variables contained in the function. 
Introduction 
Statistical error analysis deals with the quantitative assessment 
of error involved in functions of one or several random variables. For 
example, systematic measurement errors may occur since the instruments 
used to make variable measurements cannot be constructed so as to be 
perfectly accurate. Thus, a certain percentage error may be associated 
with each variable. Usually, the main thing of interest is the distribu-
tion of the assembly or combination of variables and not so much the 
distribution of the characteristics of the components. It is imperative 
to talk in terms of distributions since they represent the most realistic 
way of approaching the problem. 
The value of a statistical approach in dealing with this type of 
problem is evident as illustrated by the following example. A tradi-
tional approach for an assembly states very conservatively that if each 
component part is anywhere between its specified limits, the assembly 
characteristic will be satisfactory. For example, the "stack-up" or sum 
of four dimensions added together might be the assembly characteristic 
in question. Suppose the sum is to lie between Landu. One approach 
3 
says set L1 , ••• , L4 so that if all the components are at their lower 
limits then L1 + L2 + L3 + L4 = L, and similarly u1 + u2 + u3 + u4 = u. 
This approach obviously neglects probabilities and distributions. The 
probability of the four components being right at their four lower 
limits is extremely remote. This elementary example provides a starting 
point for the theory of combining distributions presented in this study. 
Background and Value of the Study 
A multitude of work has been directed towards the determination of 
statistical tolerance for various mathematical relationships. Duncan 
(1) presents expressions with two variables for the variance of a sum or 
difference, of a product, and a quotient. The use of such distribution 
for sums and differences and for products and quotients is valid only if 
one has a knowledge of the distributions of the individual measurements 
that go to make up the particular expression. It should be noted that 
in Duncan's expressions, the variables are assumed to be independent of 
each other and to have small, measurable errors with respect to their 
mean values. 
For engineering relationships that are too complex for general 
expressions, an approximation technique called propagation of errors may 
be used to not only calculate the overall variance, but to derive the 
variance expression so that the effect of individual variables may be 
analyzed. Development and application of this technique may be found in 
Denning (2), Agterberg (3), Mouradian (4), Burr (5), Kapur and Lamberson 
(6) and Bedient and Rainville (7). This approximation method is cer-
tainly not the only way to compute overall variance but it is relatively 
easy to use given that the differentiation involved with the general 
4 
expression is not extremely complex. Even when lengthy theoretical 
distributions can be derived for an expression, the numerical techniques 
involved in evaluating the derived function introduce error into the com-
puted values. From a computer programming viewpoint, the coding involved 
with the propagation of errors technique is simple and the input required 
for such a program is relatively easy even for a user with minimal back-
ground in this area. The assumptions and limitations involved with 
using this approximation technique are the subject of more detailed 
discussion included later in the study. 
Given the large amount of effort devoted to obtaining the variance 
of a function containing random variables~ much less has been said in 
the same literature concerning the distribution of the overall expres-
sion. Simulation and statistical goodness of fit tests are valuable 
tools which should be used for detailed analysis of any expression. This 
study incorporates traditional methodology associated with this type of 
work. Theoretical evidence is presented which illustrates that general 
statements concerning the distribution of a function composed of normally 
distributed, independent random variables cannot be made. 
Summary 
Statistical characterizations of functions of random variables pro-
vide the most realistic approach in handling such functions when they are 
involved in engineering design calculations. The propagation of errors 
approximation technique offers a relatively simple method for deriving 
the variance expression for a given function. The calculated variance 
may be used in determining the tolerance range, to help set the desired 
specification limits, or computing probability limits for the mean of the 
5 
expression. Using the expression for overall variance, the effect of 
individual variable errors on the function as a whole may be determined. 
This study will show how to calculate the variance for some commonly 
used functions. Examples are presented which illustrate the use of the 
approximation technique in engineering design problems. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
Generally, it is very difficult to find the density function for a 
function of random variables. The theoretical derivation for such func-
tions is for most cases a lengthy process involving mathematical tech-
niques outside the scope of this study. In this chapter, the mean and 
variance relationships for some elementary functions are presented. 
Next, the propagation of errors approximation technique is described 
along with certain assumptions concerning its use. Finally, examples of 
the use of this technique are presented to illustrate its value in 
engineering type applications. 
Statistics of Elementary Functions 
In order to build upon the idea of statistical characterization of 
functions in general, it is important to understand the difficulties 
associated with first the simple cases. The following derivation focuses 
upon a familiar general form used in engineering work, particularly in 
assembly work. 




it is wished to determine the expressions for the mean and variance as 
well as t.o characterize the distribution of the overall function. The 
assumption will be made that the x. 's are independent and normally 
l. 
distributed. The following derivations are for the case k = 2. 
The marginal density functions are found by integration: 
00 
fl(xl) = _[ f (x1 ,x2)dx2 
f2 (x2) = _[ f (x1 ,x2)dx1 . 
The respective means are given by 
Also, 
The definition of population variance is 





The definition of the covariance of x1 and x2 is 
E[(x - µ )•(x - µ )] 1 1 2 2 
If x1 and x2 are independent then by definition 




E[ (xl - µl) • (x2 - µ2)] = _1 _1 (xl - µl).(x2 - µ2)£1 (xl)f2 (x2)dxl dx2 
(2. 7) 
= O·O = O. 
With this background, consider (2.1) with k = 2 
00 00 
µy = E[a1x1 + a2x2] = _[ ~ (a1x1 + a2x2)f (x1 ,x2)dx1dx2 
(2. 8) 
ay2 = E[(y - µy) 2] [ 00 [ 00 [(a x +ax) 
- - 1 1 2 2 
9 
Breaking this expression up into three separate double integrals gives 
which yields for the independent case 
(2.9a) 
It can be shown that if the x.'s are normally distributed, then y is 
i 
also normally distributed. In fact, for this particular expression 
only, the distribution of y tends towards normality even if the x. 's are 
i 
not normally distributed. The historical development describing this 
phenomenon is discussed in depth by Adams (8). In general, it is safe to 
say that a linear combination of normally distributed random variables is 
also normally distributed. 
Duncan (1) givesvariance expressions for the product and quotient of 
two independent random variables. The statement is made that the dis-
tribution of the product or quotient will, in practical applications, be 
approximately normal if the distribution of the individual variables are 
both normal and if the division variable does not in practice become zero 
or take on values very close to zero. One problem associated with 
general type statements is the quantification of the word approximate and 
the bearing it has on the characterization of a particular expression. 
Propagation of Error 
The application of Taylor's series for error analysis of functions 
of several variables lends a valuable approximation technique which has 
been used successfully in many engineering applications. This technique, 
also known as propagation of errors analysis, can be used to approximate 
10 
the mean and variance of a function. The theoretical development for 
this technique is presented as follows, first for a function of one 
variable and then for a function of n random variables. 
The expansion of y = f (x) about the point x = µ using Taylor's 
series up to the first three terms is 
2 
y = f(x) = f(µ) + (x - µ)f'(µ) + (x - J.!) f"(µ) + R 2! (2.10) 
where R is the remainder. The expectation of this expansion is 
E(y) = E[f(µ)] + E{xf' (µ) -. J.lf 1 (f,t)} +E{~ f"(µ) (x - µ) 2} + E(R) 
= f(µ) + {flf' (µ) - µf' (µ)} + ~ f"(µ)V(x) + E(R) 
z f (µ) + ~ f" (µ)V(x) • (2 .11) 
This is an approximation for the expected value of y since the terms mak-
ing up the remainder have been ignored. The second term could also be 
ignored if the variance is small. To approximate the variance for y, the 
first two terms of Equation (2.10) will be considered. 
V(y) ~ V[f(µ)] + V[(x - l1)f'(µ)] z; [f'(µ)] 2V(x) • (2 .12) 
Once again, since the remainder has been ignored, this is only an 
approximation. Thus, this procedure may not give a good approximation 
for a highly nonlinear function and additional terms would need to be 
included. The overlooking of remainder terms represents a potential 
hazard in relying on this method for good results. 
The same approximation will now be applied to a function of n random 
variables ·of the form 
11 
. . . ' x ) = f~} • n (2.13) 
Letting (µ 1 , ••• , µn) and (cr1 , ••• , un) den.ore the expected values 
and standard deviations of x1 , ... , xR, respectively, the Taylor's 
series expansion results in the following approxfunations. 
lBl 
af (x) y f(x1 ,x2, . . . ' x ) = f (µl' . . . " µn) + !: (x. - µ) n ax. l. 
1 n n a 2f (x) 
+ F L E ax.ax. (x. - µ. )(x. - µ.) 
. j=l i=l l. l. J J l. J 
x=µ 
Taking the expectation of Equation (2.14) gives 
E(y) = 
n 







+ JF • (2.14) 
-m;(x. -µ.) 
l. l. 
1 n n a2f (x) 
+ -2 , E E a a EI (x . - µ • :}(~. - µ • ) ] + E (R) • 
· J·=l i=l xi xJ. l. 1 J J 
x=µ 
Assuming x1 , . . . , xn to be independent random "Wmiables having correla-
tion coefficients of zero, the zero terms may be tmken out of the expres-
sion to get 
+ .!_ ~ a2f(x) 
21 i=l ax 2 i 
V:(x.) + E(R) 
l. 
The approximation results by dropping the remain.i:l:EIJ term to obtain 
E(y) ~ f(µl' ••• ' lln) 1 n -a 2 f (x) +21 r. . 2 
i=l 'ax i 






Further ignoring the second term in Equation (2.16) gives a simple 
but probably not as good approximation, depending on the function and the 
amount of error one associates with the word approximation. 
E[f(x)]:::::: f(µ 1 , ••• , µn) • (2.17) 
Considering only the first two terms of Equation (2.14) and taking the 
variance results in 




n ()f (x) 






A logical follow-up application of this approximation method is the 
inverse problem presented by Adams (8). Suppose that a certain required 
accuracy for a function is given in advance. This could be considered a 
limiting absolute error for the function. The problem is to determine 
the limiting absolute errors in the arguments in such a way to ensure 
this given accuracy in the function. For functions of more than one 
variable, the solution procedure must follow certain conventions as 
described by Adams (8) but not dealt with further in this study. 
Design of an I-Beam 
This problem is taken from Kapur and Lamberson (6) and illustrates 
the use of the propagation of errors approximation in the design of an 
I-beam with a certain desired reliability. The beam, shown in Figure 1, 
is simply supported at A and B. The weight of the beam will not be 





Figure 1. Simply Supported Beam 
14 
free to rotate at A and B along the longitudinal axis. 
At the point of application of the load, the maximum moment M is 
given by 
where 
M Pa(~ - a) t 
P applied load on the beam 
i = length of the beam 
a = distance from endpoint of load application. 
(2 .19) 
The maximum stress, occurring at the top of the upper flange or at the 
bottom of the lower flange of the beam is given by 
where 
S = fiber stress in psi 
Mc s =-I 
M external bending moment in lb-in 
c = distance from neutral axis to extreme fibers in inches 
(2. 20) 
I = moment of intertia of the beam cross-section about the neutral 
. . . 4 
axis in in. • 
It is desired to design the beam to meet a reliability value of 
0.9990. The beam is to be made of a steel I-section, the significant 
strength of which is given by (8, cr0) = (170,000, 4,760) psi. The mean 
values and variabilities for the design parameters are given as follows: 
CP, crP) = (6,010, 200) lb. 
i = 120 + 1/8 in., i.e., t = 120 in., cri = 1/24 in. 
a= 72 + 1/8 in., i.e., a= 72 in., cr = 1/24 in. 
a 
Using Equation (2.19) and Taylor's series approximation, the mean 
and variance for the external bending moment may be obtained. 
15 
M = Pa(~ - a) (6070)(72)(120 - 72) 174,816 lb.-in. 
JI, 120 (2. 21) 
C3M a<£ - a) 72(120 - 72) 28.8 -= = 
aP a 120 (2.22) 
2185.2 (2 .23 
C3M = p _ 2~a = 6070 _ 2(6070)72 = 
aa JI, 120 -1214 (2.24) 
2 
a = M 
C3M 2 2 aM 2 2 
ap op + 39: cr Jl + 
(2185.2) 2 (.0417) 2 + (-1214) 2(.0417) 2 = 33,188,466 (2.25) 
aM = 5,761 lb.-in. 
For a w x 8 x 67 I-section (see Figure 2) 
bf 8.287 d 9 bf 8.287 
-t-f = -.9-3-3 = 8 ' 88 tw = .575 = 15 ·7 d = 9 = 0.92 . 
The section modulus formula for the beam is given as 
(2.26) 






Figure 2. Cross 
y 
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= [(3(.0822)d2) (Jd2] -2 = .2466 d (Jd cr(I/c) 
From Equation (2.20), we have 
and 
a S = 
M 2,126,715 S = --- = _3 psi (r/c) d 
( 1 \ 
2 2 ( -M \ 2 2 











For the specified reliability of 0.999, Z is equal to -3.09, hence, 
This simplifies to 
-3.09 = -170,000 + 2,126,715/d
3 
1 
(94i~16)2 + (4,760)2 I 
a6 - 25.2088 <l3 + 154.6929 = 0 . 
(2.31) 
(2 .32) 
Solving this equation for d results in d 2.447 in. which gives the 
specified reliability of 0.999. 
Bearing and Shaft 
A second example will illustrate how the propagation of errors 
analysis duplicates the results obtained using the theoretically derived 
variance expression for the sum of independent, random variables. 
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Suppose bearings and shafts are being produced for assembly. In 
order to insure that the shafts will all be capable of assembly at random 
into a bearing the following non-overlapping specification limits are 
set: 
Inside diameter of bearing: x = • 4022 11 + . 0012" or • 4010", • 4034". 1 
Outside diameter of shaft: 2= .4000" + .0009" or .399111 , .4009". 
x 
Taking the possible extreme limits, the diameterical clearance y = x1 - x2 
would lie between .0001" and .0043". Suppose the production processes 
are capable of meeting the respective limits for x1 and x2 in a + 3a sense 
and with approximately normal distributions. Using Equation (2.8 ) and 
approximating the variance 
µy = .402211 - .4000" = .0022" 
a = .0012"/3 = .0004" a2 = .0009"/3 = .0003" 1 
-2.Y. = 1 _1I. = - 1 
axl ax2 
This expression agrees with Equation (2.9a). 
1 
2 
a = [(.0004"} 2 + (.000311 ) 2] = .0005" y 





Thus, about 99.7% of the diametral clearances will lie within .0022" + 
.001511 = .0007", .0037" which are obviously closer than the extreme 
limits. In this case, it may be desirable to run µ1 and µ2 closer 
together so as to decrease the maximum clearance. 
19 
Summary 
A theoretical approach has been presented for approximating the 
variance and mean of a function of random variables using the Taylor's 
series expansion. This method, known as propagation of errors, can save 
considerable effort over the derivations involved with even reasonably 
simple functions. Examples illustrating the use of this approximation 
technique were given to illustrate its use and show that it can agree 
exactly with an expression derived from statistical definitions. 
CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF COMPUTER ANALYSIS 
This chapter describes the computer analysis approach which was 
developed to analyze functions containing normally distributed, inde-
pendent random variables. The program presented here was written using 
the time sharing option (TSO), an IBM product that allows access to the 
facilities of a computer center with telecommunication terminals. This 
form of programming is useful to the practitioner since the terminals, 
which transmit and receive information over telephone lines, can be used 
anywhere that a telephone can be installed. The user then can carry on 
a conversation with his computer program. 
A step-by-step description of a typical data input sequence for the 
tolerance analysis program is presented to illustrate the type of 
numerical data the user needs to obtain and how it is transferred to the 
computer. Following the input description, an example of the output the 
program delivers for a particular expression is given. A FORTRAN back-
ground is not required to use the program but is necessary to augment 
the program so that additional functions may be added to the present list 
if so desired. 
Data Input Sequence 
The input sequence will obviously vary for different functions due 
to the multitude of forms these functions may assume. The user may of 
20 
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course program his data input sequence in any form he wishes. The 
discussion which follows describes and illustrates the type of input data 
needed for most equations and offers a clear and flexible approach for 
typing in the data while utilizing computer time sharing. 
The following input and output example pertains to a head pressure 
formula given as 
HEAD (3 .1) 
where 
P = pressure in psi 
S.G. specific gravity 
NT = test speed, rpm 
The input statements are presented exactly as the computer writes them 
before the requested information is typed in by the user. 
The very first piece of data which the computer program requests is 
the total number of equations to be analyzed. This total number may 
include different equations or the same equation containing different 
input values each time. For this example, it is desired to look at only 
one general form for one set of values. Thus, the user will type in the 
number one indicating his preference. The actual computer statement and 
reply are shown below. The question mark indicates that the program is 
ready to receive inf0rmation. 
INPUT NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE ANALYZED 
? 
1 
The user next chooses the particular equation from those included 
22 
The user next chooses the particular equation from those included 
within the program that he wishes to analyze. The program being used 
here contains four different general expressions. These expressions 
are given as follows: 
1. 
. (aXY) • (bZw) x . µ = 
(cRt)- (fSv) x . 
2. µ = aX + bY + cZ + . . . 
3. bx µ = ae 
4. flow rate equa~ion for a gas generator 
where 
Pl 1.54 
w = .00497 P Cp-) 
w = mass flow rate, pounds mass 
P = pressure in the chamber, psi 
Pl = pressure at the nozzle, psi 





The general form describing Equation (3.1), the pump head pressure equa-
tion, matches general form number one w.ithin the program. Thus, the 
input number is one. When more than one equation or set of values for 
one equation is to be studied, the program will return to the input 
sequence at this particular point following the printing of the output 
for the previous equation: 
? 
1 
INPUT DESIRED EQUATION NUMBER 
The user must next input the number of random variables contained 
within his equation. If the equation contains variables which are 
not random, it is probably easiest to treat the values for these 
variables as coefficients for the random variables: 
? 
3 
INPUT NUMBER OF VARIABLES 
The coefficient and exponent for each random variable come next 
in this particular input sequence. It is very important at this point 
23 
to determine the order of the variables with respect to their associated 
input values. This same order must be kept through the next three input 
statements. If this order is not adhered to, the calculations will 
still take place but the output will be incorrect. The input is for one 
variable at a time, first the coefficient and then the exponent. Since 
this equation has three random variables, there will be a total of six 
question marks in the input steps indicating six values to be typed in. 
The order of the variables with reference to this particular expression 
will be the pressure value, revolutions per minute and specific gravity. 













Associated with each variable in this example is a measurement 
error. It is assumed that the percentage error for each variable is 
known. This error value is needed to calculate the variable standard 
deviation within the program. The errors should be entered as plus or 
minus errors and as percentage values. 







The standard deviation spread comes next in the input sequence. 
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Given the percentage error and the mean value to be obtained in the next 
step, an upper and lower limit on the range of values a variable could 
possibly take on may be computed. The standard deviation spread is 
simply the number of standard deviations the user desires to have between 
the two limits. Usually this spread value is six meaning practically all 
random values will fall within a plus or minus three standard deviation 








INPUT VARIABLE STANDARD DEVIATION SPREAD 
The nominal value for each variable is simply the mean or average 
value associated with each variable in the formula. 







Based upon the input data up to this point, the computer calculates 
the standard deviation upon the propagation of errors approach as well 
25 
as the mean value of the function. Using this mean and standard devia-
tion, the lower limit and approximate upper limit for the histogram are 
calculated and printed out for the user to observe. These limits are 
equal to the mean plus and minus four standard deviations. By viewing 
these limits, the user may more easily choose an appropriate interval 
length for the histogram. 





The interval length is entirely up to the user but should probably 
result in about 10 intervals for the histogram. The interval length 




INPUT HISTOGRAM INTERVAL FORM 
The number of iterations for simulation refers to the number of 
random formula values which the computer calculates. These values are 
used to calculate a simulation mean and standard deviation and are also 
used for the frequency table and histogram. 
INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS 
? 
500 
The user is next asked a question as to whether or not he desires 
to calculate probability limits. These limits give a range of values 
over which the mean formula value will fall a certain percentage of the 
time. The probability limits computed within the program are based 
upon the assumption that the overall distribution for the user chosen 
expression is approximately normal. If no limits are desired, the user 
26 
types an N and the computer results begin to be printed. If limits are 
desired, the user types a Y. The response is another question asking 
the user if he wants to view all 23 possible probability limit calcula-
tions. Assuming yes answers for both of the above questions, the 
responses by the computer are shown below. 
DO YOU WISH TO CALCULATE PROBABILITY LIMITS? 
ENTER Y OR N 
y 
DO YOU WISH TO VIEW THE LIMIT CALCULATIONS? 
ENTER Y OR N 
y 
( 1) 99.9% 
( 2) 99.8% 
( 3) 99.7% 
( 4) 99.6% 
( 5) 99.5% 
( 6) 99.4% 
( 7) 99.3% 
( 8) 99.2% 
















Finally, the total number of probability limit calculations and the 
associated limit numbers are input values supplied by the user. The 









ENTER NUMBER OF LIMIT CALCULATIONS 
INPUT DESIRED LIMIT NUMBERS 
This concludes the input sequence for the first general expression 
contained within the program used in this study. Output based upon the 
input data to the computer is now printed out at the terminal. 
Program Output 
The output for the computer analysis consists of five major sec-
tions. The first section contains the mean value for the function, 
the standard deviation and the percent error--all based upon the 
propagation of errors technique. The next section contains the partic-
ular probability limits which were chosen by the user if he desired to 
have any at all. The third section holds mean and standard deviation 
values obtained through simulation. The frequency table for the formula 
28 
values and the histogram which graphically displays these values make up 
the remainder of the output. The computer output for the head pressure 
equation is shown in Figure 3. 
Augmentation of the Program 
To augment the program, the listing of which may be found in 
Appendix A, the programmer must consider four major objectives to be met 
in his coding. First, an input sequence must be established similar to 
the first eight steps of the previously described sequence. As men-
tioned before, this sequence will differ somewhat for different expres-
sions or formulas. For the augmentation of the very program presented 
here, the same variable and array names corresponding to particular 
values of input must be used. For example, variable percentage errors 
are placed in the array VPE. The variable and array means have been 
kept the same for each expression to provide conformity and to help 
reduce the number of variable names within the program to avoid 
confusion. The user must next supply several lines of code to calculate 
formula random values. This may be accomplished through a simple do 
loop and should require about 10 lines of computer code. A counter 
value should be kept to hold the accumulated sum of the formula values 
which later are used in calculating the simulation mean and variance. 
Third, a sequence of about 12 program statements must be written to 
determine which histogram interval the formula random values fall within. 
These statements can be taken directly out of the program listing in 
Appendix A. Finally, simple calculations must be performed to solve for 
the simulation mean and standard deviation. About 10 statements are 
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necessary to perform these calculations and write out the results. 
All program output excluding the simulation calculations is handled 
through subroutines within the program. Additional programming for out-
put is not necessary unless the user desires to insert more calculations 
for his own use. The major subroutines include LIMIT, NORMAL, RANDOM, 
HIST and SORT. The location in which each subroutine is called within 
the programming statements may be found in the program listing itself 
or from the gross flowchart shown in Figure 4. Detailed information 
concerning the subroutines may be obtained from the connnent blocks 
within the program. 
Summary 
A description of the computer program used to statistically analyze 
different functions has been presented. Additional programming required 
to add a new function to the present program is minimal. Some knowledge 
of the FORTRAN language is required but no complicated programming 
techniques are necessary. A flowchart and listing of the program have 
















µ AND CY 
SUBROUTINE 
HIST 
Figure 4 (Continued) 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF SEVERAL EXPRESSIONS 
Introduction • 
To apply the theory of propagation of errors and compare the results 
obtained with those calculated through simulation, several functions will 
be analyzed using the previously described computer program. The random 
variables contained within each expression are assumed to be normally 
distributed and independent. These assumptions have been shown to be 
reasonable for most cases (9). The chi~square test will be conducted 
for each expression to test whether the frequency data obtained through 
simulation could readily have arisen from some normal population. 
Analysis of Results 
The three general expressions analyzed along with their variable 
values and percentage error for random variables are as follows: 
(4.1) 
where 
al = 5.0 
cl = .2 
a2 = 3 
c2 = 5 
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xl = 3.5 with+ .18% error 
x2 = 5.7 with+ .15% error 
a2x 
(4. 2) y = a1e 
where 
al = 3 
a2 = 3 
x = 4.1 with + .567% error 
where 
w= .00497 p c 
(:n) 1.54 
P = 1000 with+ .789% error 
c 




The detailed statlntical output for all three expressions may be 
found in Appendixes B, C, and D. This output will be summarized here 
and several remarks concerning the results obtained and their importance 
are made. 
Referring to Table I, the propagation of errors approximation seems 
to produce values for tfie mean and standard deviation corresponding 
closely with those obtal.ned through simulation. This supports the value 
of the method especially when computer facilities are not available to 
perform simulation. Tl11' histograms for all frequency calculations seem 








COMPARISON OF MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION VALUES FROM SIMULATION 
AND PROPAGATION OF ERRORS ANALYSIS 
Simulation Results ProEagation of Error Results 
Mean Standard Deviation Mean Standard Deviation 
18056.9883 46.8278 18057.1758 45.1278 
658922.437 16239.0664 659083.125 15321.6758 




The results of the chi-square tests for all three expressions show 
that the sample distributions could perfectly well have come from some 
normal population. Thus, it would be reasonable to make probability 
statements for the sample averages in the form of confidence intervals 
while using the normal distribution to characterize the overall 
expression distributions. 
Summary 
Examples have been presented to illustrate the propagation of 
errors approximation as a valuable tool for computing the variance for 
relationships containing random variables. The results obtained from 
the use of this technique agree closely with those calculated based 
upon Monte Carlo type simulation. Additional analysis could be con-
ducted to determine the sensitivity of the computed variance to changes 
in the parameters of individual distributions for variables contained 
within the expression. Statistical goodness of fit tests may be per-
formed in order to approximate the observed distribution determined 
through the simulation output. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study has been to: 
1. Apply the propagation of errors technique, derived from the 
Taylor's series expansion of any function, to the study of 
statistical tolerances; 
2. Develop a computer program which enables the user to use simula-
tion and propagation of errors to determine the mean and standard 
deviation for a specified function as well as obtain a graphical 
representation of the observed frequency data; and 
3. Cite possible advantages of using the approximation method as 
opposed to other methods but also note its drawbacks. 
Based upon the results obtained and research conducted in this study, 
the following statements can be made: 
1. The propagation of errors technique offers a good approximation 
for the variance and mean for a function. The errors associated 
with the variables contained in the function need to be small. 
This technique works best for functions which are not highly 
nonlinear due to the usual dropping of remainder terms involved 
in its derivation. 
2. Linear functions of normally distributed random variables will be 
normally distributed. No general statements should be made 
38 
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concerning the overall distributions of other types of functions 
containing normally distributed random variables. 
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00010 C********************************************************************* 00020 c * 
00030 C TOLERANCE LIMIT ANALYSIS FOR ENGINEERING EXPRESSIONS I 
00040 Cllllllllt1ll**'****************************************************** 
00050 C GENEfiAL !1[SCf'1 PTJ ON I 
00060 C THIS PROGRAM PERFORMS A STATISTICAL ERROR ANALYSIS ON A I 
00070 C USCfi CHOSEN EXF'RESSlON TD Afd'1VE. AT THE Af'f'l;OXIMATE ll' 
00080 C VARIANCE FOR THE OVERALL EXf~E.~SION. TH[ VARIABLES MAKING t 
00090 C UP ANY EXPRESSION ARE ASSUMEJ1 TD BE INDEPENDENT RANDOM I 
00100 C VARIABLES EACH CH!'lr;ACTERIZE!t BY TH[ NORMAL f1JSTf~Il<UTJOtl. THEI 
OOllO C METHQ[1 USEft TO AF·F·ROXIMATE OVf:fa\LL VARIANCE FDfi THE t 
00120 C EXPRESSION IS CALLED PROPAGATION OF ERRORS. THIS METHOD OF I 
00130 C ANALYSIS JS I1ERIVEf1 FROM THE TAYLOR SERIES EXF·ANSlOfl OF ANY t 
00140 C GIVEN EXPRESSION, NUMERICAL AND GRAPHICAL OUTPUT IN THE FORMt 
00150 C OF A HISTOGRAM JS SUPPLIED BY THE PROGRAM. SPECIFIC INPUT I 
00160 C AND OUTPUT DATA IS AS GIVEN BELOW. THE DATA INPUT SEQUENCE I 
00170 C MAY VARY FOR DIFFERENT EXPRESSIONS. I 
00180 C********************************************************************* 00190 C INPUT * 
00200 C USER INPUT TO THE PROGRAM FOLLOWS 12 PROMPTING MESSAGES * 
00210 C GIVEN AS FOLLOWS: JI; 
00220 C 1. INPUT THE NUMBER OF EQUATIONS TO BE ANALYZED * 
00230 C 2. INPUT DESIRED EQUATION NUMBER * 
00240 C 3, INPUT NUMBER OF VARIABLES I 
00~50 C 4. INPUT COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT FOR EACH VARIABLE I 
00260 C _,, INPUT VARIABLE F'ERCENTAGE ERr.OR * 
00270 C 6. INPUT VARIABLE STANDARD DEVIATION SPREAD * 
00280 C 7. INF·UT VARIABLE NOMINAL VALUES I 
00290 C 8. INF'UT HISTOGRAM INTERVAL LENGTH * 
00300 C 9. INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR THE SAMPLE I 
00310 C 10. INPUT PREFERENCE TO VIEW ALL POSSIBLE PROBABILITY * 
00320 C LIMIT CALCULATIONS * 
00330 C 11. INPUT THE DESIRED NUMBER OF PROBABILITY LIMIT I 
00340 C CALCULATIONS TO F'ERFOF<M * 
00350 C 12. INPUT SPECIFIC PROBABILITY LIMIT CALCULATIONS * 













0¥TPUT FOR THIS PROGRAM INCLUDES: * 
. , MEAN VALUE FOR THE EXPRESSION 
* 2. STANDARD DEVIATION FOR THE EXPRESSION * 3. PERCENT ERROR * 4. REQUESTED PROBABILITY LIMIT CALCULATIONS 
* 5. FREQUENCY TABLE * 00440 C 6, HISTOGRAM I 
00450 C********************************************************************* 
00460 C GENERAL EXPRESSION FORMS CONTAINED WITHIN THIS PROGRAM ARE AS I 
00470 C FOLLOWS: I 
00480 c * 
00490 C 1, U= ( AX**Y> * <BZllW) I •• , * 
00500 c ------------------- * 
00510 C <Cfilllll<FSl*V)I... I 
00520 c * 
00530 C 2. U=AX + BY + CZ +... * 
00540 c * 
00550 C 3. U= AE••<BX> •· 
00560 c * 
00570 C 4. FLOW RATE EQUATION FOR A GAS GENERATOF< I 
00580 c • 
00590 C W = ,00497 * P<CPl/P)**l.54 - IF1/Pltt1.77ll*.5 I 
00600 c * 
00610 C WHERE: W= MASS FLOW RATErPOUNDS MASS * 
00620 C P= PRESSURE IN THE CHAMBERrPSI I 
























































FORMATC///r2Xr'INPUT NUMBER OF EQUATIONS Td BE ANALYZED') 
READ<S•*>NEQ 




FORMATC///12X1'INPUT DESIRED EQUATION NUMBER'> 
REAI•<5, I >NOEQ 








GO TO Cl5126514201565l1NOEQ 























20 FORMAT< 2X, 'INPUT NUMBER OF VARIABLES' l 
READC5r*lNVAR 
WRITEC6125l 
25 FORMAT<2Xr'INPUT COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT FOR EACH VARIABLE'> 




40 FORMAT<2Xr'INPUT VARIABLE PERCENTAGE ERROR'> 









REAI•<5r * JVPE CK) 
VPE<Kl=VPE<KJ/100.0 
CONTINUE 
WF;ITE C 6, 50 I 
FORMATl2Xr/r2Xr'INPUT VARIABLE STANDARD DEVIATION SPREAD'> 




FORMAT<2x.1.2x.·INPUT VARIABLE NOMINAL VALUES'> 






































































CALCULATE VARIABLE STANDARD DEVJATION 




CALCULAlE VALUES FOR VARlANCE AND SlANUARD DEVIATION 
FORM=l.O 











WrilTE I 6, 91) 
FORMATC/12X•'APPROXIMATE BOUNDS FOR HISTOGRAM'> 
WRITEl6192)VALLL•XBAR1 
FORMATC/r2Xr'LOWER BOUND='rF15.4r/r2Xt'UF·PER BOUNI1~'rF15.4> 
WRITEC6,931 
FORMATC/,2X• 'INPUT HISTOGRAM INTERVAL LENGTH') 
REAi• C 5, t I XLENGT 
WRITEC6,94) 





BEGIN SIMULATION APPROACH 
FORM2=1.0 
ADl•=O.O 
flO 140 K=J,NITER 







flETERMINE FREQUENCY FOR EACH INTERVAL 
I•O 110 I=l rNINT 
IFCFORM2.LT.VALLLIGO TO 120 
VALLL=VALLL+XLENGT 
GO TO 110 
M=l 


































1•0 132 K=l .NITER 





FDRMA1C//,25X•'****•**'***"***'*******'r/o25Xo'I SIHULATJON ANALYS 
!IS :t'o/o25Xo'&:t•l:tl:til:t:tl:t:t:t:t:t:t:t:tl:tl',/,20Xo'FORMULA MEAN VALUE='• 
2F15,4o/o20Xo'STANDARD DEVIATION='oF15.4) 
CALL HISTIXNoVALLLoXLENGloNINT,DOT,DLANKoSTARoXYZoPl 




GO TO 1000 
CONTINUE 
02200 Cl******************************************************************** 
02210 C GENERAL EXPRESSION f2- U=IAX**Rl+IBY:t•Sl~ .•. 
02220 C************'********************'*********************************** 
02230 WRITEl6o270) 









































REA[• I 51 ~· l NUMT 
wraTE< 6. 275) 
FORMATl2X1'INPUT COEFFICIENT AND EXPONENT FOR EACH TERM') 
[•0 280 "= l , NUMT 
READ<5••>COEFFIKlrEXPCKJ 
CONTIIWE 
WIUTE ( 6, 285 I 
FORMATl2Xr'INPUT VARIABLE PERCENTAGE ERROR') 
1•0 290 K=l, NUMT 
READ I 5, *I VF'[ ( K) 
VPEIKl=VPE<Kl/100.0 
CONTINUE 
WF;ITE I 6, 300) 
FORMATl2X•'INPUT VARIABLE STANDARD DEVIATION SPREAD') 
DO 310 K=l1NUMT 
READ<:'.,* l SI•SP (KI 
CONTINUE 
WRITEl6o3201 
FORMATl2X1'INPUT VARIABLE NOMINAL VALUES') 
DO 330 K=loNUMT 
REAI•<5r * JVNV I Kl 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE VARIABLE STANDARD DEVIATION 
I•O 340 t(=l 1NUMT 
SDIKJ=CIVNVIKl+VPECKl*VNVIKll-CVNV<Kl-VPEIKl*VNVIK))l/SDSPCKI 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE M!::AN, VARIANCE ANfl STAIWAFi!• DEVI All ON 
FOFiM=O .O 
SUM2=0.0 










































































FDRMATl/12X1'APPROXIMATE BOUNDS FOR HISTOGRAM') 
WRJTE<61360)VALLL1XBARl 
FORMA1(/,2X1'LOWER BOUND=',F15.41/12X,'UPPER BOUNDw'1F15.4l 
WRITE<6.365l 
FOl<Mr,r11.2x. '1Nf'll1 llJSTOGf<AM ItflERVAL LENGTH') 
f>[M1<5, >t l XLENGT 
wrn1E<6 .370 > 








f10 390 l\=l 'NITER 





VALUE ( K J =F0f<M2 
Al1I•=ADT..f VALUE<") 
DO 385 J=lrNJNT 
lF(FQRM2.L1.VALLLIGD TO 380 
VALLL=VALLLtXLENGT 
GO TO 385 
M=l 


















FORMATl//o25X•'****lt**lt***************'•/r25Xr'>t SIMULATION ANALYS 
lIS >t',/,25X,'lt**********************'•/•20X1'FORMULA MEAN VALUE='• 
2F15.4r/o20X1'STANDARD DEVIATION='•Fl5.4l 
CALL HISTIXN.VALLL1XLENGTrNINT1DOTrBLANK1STAR,XYZrPJ 
DO 410 M=l '1500 
F· ( M l=O. 0 
XN<Ml=0,0 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 1000 
CONTINUE 
03270 C**********************•***********•********************************** 







































































FORMA112X•'lNPUT VALUE OF FORMULA COEFFICIENT') 
F:EAr1 < 5, * > COEF 
wr,ITE(6,440) 
FORMATl2Xr'lNPUT COEFFICIENT VALUE FOR THE EXPONENT'> 
f{EAf•<5•*' >COEFE 
1.mI·TE < 6, ~50 > 
FOfiMAl ( 2X, 'INf'Ul VM'1Af<LE MEAN 'JALUE') 
~:LA!!('.J,* l'Jll'.'I 1) 
wr:IlE16r460l 
FORMA1<2Xr'INl'Ul VARJABLE PERCENTAGE ERROR') 
f{[{.;[1 ( 5, * l VM''[ 
WRITE(6,470) 
FOFiMATC2X, 'INf'UT flESIRE:l.1 SlAN!oMW 11FVIr•TION SF'f~EM1' J 
READC5r*lSDS 
VA~·E=VAPE/ 100. 0 
CALCULATE STANDARD DEVIATION 
SDl1J=llVNVll)tVNVlll*VAPEl-IVNVl1l-VNVl1llVAPEJ)/SDS 





VALLL =FORM-STJ1EV•4 .O 
wr,ITE ( 6 '480) 
FORMATl/,2X,'APPRDXIMATE BOUNDS FOR HISTOGRAM') 
WRITEl6r4901VALLL•XBAR1 
FOr,MATC/,2X• 'LOWER BOUNfi=•·,F15.4,/,2Xr 'UF'F'ER BDIJtW=' rF15.4 l 
WRITE(6,500l 
FORMATl/,2X,'INPUT HISTOGRAM INTERVAL LENGTH'! 
REAfl(5,li':)XLENGT 
WR1TEl6r510) 








DO 535 K=lrNITER 
CALL NORMALIVNVrSD.VRVAR,JX,Jl 
FORM2=COEF•2.7182B**ICOEFE*VRVARl1l) 
VALUE I Kl =FOriM2 
ADI1=Afir1+VALUE I Kl 
f10 530 I=l ·NINT 
IFIFORM2.LT.VALLLlGO TO 520 
VALLL=VALLL+XLENGT 
GO TO 530 
M=I 
GO TO 532 
CONTINUE 
CONTHWE 





SORT EXPRESSION VALUES 








SIMEA1i=AI1[1/N I TER 
no 540 ~:=l .NITER 
Afl[llf=ADDIFflVALUEIKJ-SIMEANl**2 
CONTI1iU[ 
SIM!1EV= I Ar1[1J F /N l TER) **. 5000 
SI MFAN=Af1I1/NI TER 
WRITEC6,550JSJMEAN.SIMUEV 
550 FORMATl//,25X,'***************"*******'•/o25X,'I SIMULATION ANALYS 

























GO TO 1000 
565 CONTINUE 
C******************************'************************************** 













































WRITE< 6 r 570) 
FORMATl2Xo'JNPU1 MEAN PRESSURE VALUES-CHAMBER AND NOZZLE') 




FORMATl2X,'INPUT PERCENTAGE ERROR-CHAMBER ANII NOZZLE PRESSURES') 




FORMAT<2X,'INPUT PRESSURE STANDARD DEVIATION SPREADS'> 
DO 620 1'=1•2 
READ I 5, *I SDSF'I Kl 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATE PRESSURE STANDARD DEVIATIONS 


















FORMAT(/r2X•'APPROXIMATE BOUNDS FOR HISTOGRAM',/o2X,'LOWER BOUND=' 
1,F15.4,;,2X,'UPF'ER BOUNLJ;',F15.4> 
WRITEl6•650l 
















































VO 710 K=l oNJTEF< 





ADii=Aflr•tVALUE ( ~; l 
DETERMINE JNTERVAL FREQUENCY 
I•O 690 I=l oNINT 
IFIVALUEIKl.LT.VALLLIGD TO 680 
VALLL=VALLL+XLENGT 
GO TO 690 
M=I 
GO TO 700 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 



















FORMATC//o25X•'***********************'•/r25Xo'* SIMULATION ANALYS 






























c * C SUBROUTINE LIMIT * 
C********************************************************************* 
C PURPOSE * 
C COMPUTES AND PRINTS PROBABILITY LIMITS FOR AN EXPRESSION t 
C BASED ON THE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. THE USER CHOOSES THE * 
C PARTICULAR f·ERCENTAGE PROBABILITY LIMITS FROM A LIST OF 231 
C POSSIBLE CALCULATIONS. MEAN VALUE.STANDARD loEVIATIDNoAND I 
C PERCENTAGE ERROR FOR THE EXPRESSION ARE ALSO PRINTED. I 
C USAGE JI 
C CALL LIMIT<FORMrFACT ,STI•EVoXLIMIT,F·EREl * 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS 
C FORM-MEAN VALUE FOR EXPRESSION * 
C FACT-ARRAY HOLloING Z VALUES INTERPOLATED FROM A Z TABLE I 
C STDEV-EXPRESSION STANDARD DEVIATION * 
C XLIMIT-ARRAY HOLDING POSSIBLE PROBABILITY LIMIT VALUES * 
C PERE-EXPRESSION PERCENTAGE ERROR * 






























































FOl(MAl (/,2X. ·r10 YOU WlSH ·ro CALCUUHE F'fWf•AIJILITY LIMITS?' ,;,2x. 'E 
lNTER Y OR N' I 
RFADl5,1621IANSW 
FIJl,MATIAll 
IFCJANSW.EQ.N>GO 10 152 
Wf(Jl[(6d43> 
FURMAT(/,2x.·Do YOU WJSH TO VIEW lHE LIMIT CALCULATIONS?') 
WF,1Tt<6d391 
FORMAT</,2X,'ENTER Y UR N'l 
REA!t(5, l'l6l ff(EPL Y 
FQF;MAT (Al I 
lFIIREF'LY.EQ.NlGO TO 144 




WF'1TE < 6 d 45) 
FORMAT<2x.1.2x.·ENTER NUMBER OF LIMIT CALCULATIONS') 
REAII( 5, ll') NLC 
INPUT SPECIFIC LIMITS DESIRED 
Wf,ITEl6o1471 
FORMAT<11,2x,'INPUT DCSIRED LIMIT NUMBERS') 





lAGATION OF ERRORS ANALYSIS 1·.1.2ox.·······•***•**********'******* 
2•****.,; ;,2ox •• FORMULA MEAN VALUE= .• Fl 5. 4,;;, 20X •• STANI•AR!• flEVIATI 
30N='rF15.4o//,20Xo'F'ERCENTAGE ERROR =',F15.4r//,20X,'1*********** 
4**********************'1 
IF<IANSW.EQ.NlGO TO 178 
COMF'UTE AND WRITE LIMITS 
WRITE(6,179l 
FORMATC//,25Xr'************************'•/•25Xo'* PROBABILITY LIM 
1ITS *',/o25X•'************************'l 
DO 175 K=loNLC 









05840 c * 
05850 C SUBROUTINE NORMAL I 
05860 C**************.******************'****************************X****** 
05870 C F'UF•F'OSE I 
05880 C COMPUTES A NORMALLY DlSTRIBUTED RANDOM NUMBER WITH A GIVEN * 
05890 C MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION I 
05900 C USAGE r 
05910 C CALL NORMAL<VNVrSD.VRVAR,IXrJ) r 
05920 C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS r 
05930 C VNV-Ar,RAY HOLDING VAF,IABLE MEAN VALUES * 
O"i940 r. 
51 
05950 C VRVAR-TH[ VALUE OF THE COMPUTED NORMAL RANDOM VARIAHL[ t 
05960 C IX-IX MUST CONTAIN AN ODJ1 JNl[G[R NUMBER WITH NINE OR LESS * 
05970 C DIGITS ON TH[ FIRST ENTRY TD NORMAL.THEREAFTER IT WILL * 
05980 C CONTAIN A UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED JNlEGER RANDOM NUMBER * 
05990 C GENERATED BY THE SUBROUTINE FOR USE ON THC NCXT CNTRY TO * 
06000 c THE su11rWUTIN[. * 
06010 C J-COUNTER VALUE FOR A PARTICULAR VARIABLE IN THE * 
06020 C EXPRESSION * 
06030 C METHOfl * 
06040 C USES 12 UNIFORM RANDOM NUMBERS TO COrlPUTE NORMAL RANDOM I 
06050 C NIJMHCRS HY CENH•AL LIMIT THCUr,CM. THE l<ESUL T IS THEN Ali.JIJSTEV• 
06060 C TO MATCH THE GIVEN MCAN AN[I SlANDARD DEVIATION. * 
06070 C SUBROUTINE AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED * 
06080 C F•ANJIUM * 
06090 c * 
























·Ol240 C***************'***************'************************************* 06:'.50 c * 
06260 C SUBROUTINE RANDUM I 





























C F'URF·OSE * 
C COMPUTES UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED RANDOM REAL NUMBERS BETWEEN 0 I 
C ANJI 1.0 AND RANDOM INTEGERS BETWEEN 0 AND 2W13l. EACH ENTRY * 
C USES AS INPUT AN INTEGER RANDOM NUMBER AND PRODUCES A NEW I 
C INTEGER AND REAL RANDOM NUMBER I 
C USAGE * C CALL RANJIUMCJX,JY,RNl 
C DESCRIPTION OF PARAMETERS * 
C IX-FOR THE FIRST ENTRY THIS MUST CONTAIN ANY ODD INTEGER I 
C NUMBER WITH NINE OR LESS DIGITS.AFTER THE FIRST ENTRY, W 
C IX SHOULD BE THE PREVIOUS VALUE OF IY COMPUTED BY THIS * 
C SUBROUTINE * 
C IY-A RESULTANT INTEGER RANDOM NUMBER REQUIRED FOR THE NEXT I 
C ENTRY TO THIS SUBROUTINE.THE RANGE OF THIS NUMBER IS * 
C BETWEEN 0 AND 2•131, ll 
C RN-THE RESULTING UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED.FLOATING POINT1 I 
C RANDOM NUMBER IN THE RANGE OF 0 TD 1.0, I 
C SUBROUTINES ANJI FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED * 














06~00 c * 
52 
OM,10 C Sli!<FillllTINE HTST " 
06620 C******ttr1111t•r•111t1t11•t•lltl***'•********************l*****t••••• 
066JO C PURPOSE 
06640 c SCALES AND PLOrs A H[STOGRl\M FOR ARRAY DATA PASSED FROM THE * 
()/,b'.";') c MA!N PROGFir1M. rHE n;;FJlllf:,'/CY SU1L.E IS [•ETERM!NE[< BY THE 
()f,f./,() C MAX [Mi JM Af<RAY Vf\1.LI[. SUE OF rHE H!STOGR,~M F·RHHOUT M.:.Y FE • 
061.70 C ADJllSTE[I BY CHl\NG ING rHE S L'E OF THE ARRAY "SYMBOL". A • 
()/,l>fl() c FREQUENCY TAf<LE rs ALSO F'R INTE[<. * 
06690 C USAGE * 
06700 c c.~u_ HIST\XN.'Jl\l_L[_.XLENGT.NINT.[IOT•BLANl\.STAR·P> • 
06/10 C DESCRIPTION OF Pl\Rl\MfTFRS t 
()(, 1:·0 c XN -Af<RA '( HOL[I um E XF'iiF.?>S !ON vnu.JES FROM 5 IMULAT ION .. 
06730 C VALLL-VALUE OF LOWFR LIMIT ON HISTOGRf\M ~ 
01'> 740 c Xl.ENC; r-LENG TH OF M/ [ N rFRW1L ON fllE HI STOG!<AM * 
067'.;() C NUIT-Nl.IMl<EF: OF PHF<il',~l_S " 
[IOf,[ll.ANKrSTAr-;-r-1.orr fNl.i S"(M[<rJLS 





















































07:' l () 
012:•0 









FORMATl///r27Xr'******'*****'**l***'•/•27Xr'* FREQUENCY TABLE*'•/ 
1.21x.·•••~***************'' 
WFd fElb• 195) 
FORMAf(//r24Xr'* INTERVAL t FREOUFNCY *'> 







SCALE MH< F·LOT HISTOliRl\H 
WR[TE<f,,230) 




FORMAT<2X•/,33X,'FRFOIJF:NCY'•/..30X,'( 1 [IOT ='rF3.1r')') 
(1() 233 J=l r49 
SYME<UL I JI =[•OT 




DO 247 K=t.50 
SYMBOL< K J =E<l.M!K 
[<0 2b0 K=2.NHH 
IF<K.EQ.t)GO ro 258 
IF<XN<K>.LT.XNCK-t>IGO TD :;5-3 
ISTAR=IFIX<49*XNCKJ/P(N!Nr>J~l 
[10 248 I=.l dSrAR 
SYME<OL I I l =S rnR 
CCJNfHlllF: 
GO rn 2~)7 
(liJ 235 I=t•ISTAR 
SYME<Ol. (I I "·S fAR 
WR [ fE < b • ::'4? J 'JALl..L, SYMBOL 
FORMAT':'X•Fl2.4•lX•:;OAl) 
r10 :-::;1 .1~1.:;o 
SYMf<(lf._ ( J) ~ l<UINI' 
[F(K.F.tl.l)l;O TO 254 
IF<XIJ(KJ,[;T.XIHK-ll)t;I/ ffl :''.)4 
IS l AR= IF IX< •1 'I *:<No,> IF« NIN r I > H 





















07370 c * 
07380 C SUftl<OUTINE SORT I 
07390 C*******'*********************'***********'********''***************** 07400 C PURPOSE lt 
07410 c ARRANGES ur TO 1500 REAL NUMBERS INTO ASCENDING URDER * 
07420 C USAGE lt 
07430 C CALL SORT<NINlrP.XNl * 
07440 c DESCRIPTION or ARGUMENTS * 
07450 C NINT-NUHBER OF INTERVALS ON THE HISTOGRAM * 
07460 C@ P-SORTED ARRAY * 
07470 C XN-ARRAY HOLDING VALUES TO BE SORTED r 
07480 C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS REQUIRED * 
07490 C********************************************************************* 
07500 c 



















DD 790 J=lrNPI 
Il=J-11 
DO 790 J=IlrNINT 
IFIPIJl.GE.P!IllGO TO 790 






ENr1 OF r•ATA 
54 
APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER OUTPUT: CHI-SQUARE TEST 
FOR GENERAL EXPRESSION 2 
55 
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flISIUlmAM OUlf-'llT DI SlMlll lllJCIU 
****************************** 
Ff~EflUENCY 
1 nu.r ~ :i. 4 > 
·' t It I It t I It I It t I I I I I I I I I I I I I I It ft It t It t I It t I It t It* 
17876,6641 * 
* 
* 17901,6641 * 
* 





* 17976.6641 ****************** 
* 
* 18001.6641 ****************************** 
* 
* 18026.6641 ************************************************** 
* 
* 10051.6641 ************************************************** 
* 





*" 18126.6641 *********************** 
* 
* 18151.6641 ************ 
* 
* 18176.6641 ***** 
. * 
. * 
Hl201. 6641 ** 
* 




















OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION OF 750 RANDOM VALUES FOR THE EXPRESSION y = axR + bys 




















































































































COMPUTER OUTPUT: CHI-SQUARE TEST 
FOR GENERAL EXPRESSION 3 
59 
•II II I I I It• I I I I It I I 11 f I I I I I I I I I II I 
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tl.!STUGf\tiM Ulflt'lll llF SfMllLAfllJN 
*****•************•********•** 
Ffif llUl:Nt::Y 
l [ll)J ,, • :.» 
• t ft t It t It t t t t I It ff t t • t t t It It t t t I• It t t I I It It t I I I•* 
597796. 375 * 
* 
* 609796.375 * 
* 
* 621796.375 ********** 
* 
* 633796.375 **************************** 
* 
·* 645796.375 ************************************************** 
* 
* 657796.375 ************************************************** 
* 
* 669796.375 ************************************************* 
* 
* 681796.375 ******************************* 
* 
* 693796,375 ************* 
. * 
. * 70~il'l6 ,375 *** 
* 






615 '796. 375 









OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 RANDOM VALUES OF THE EXPRESSION aebx 
CLASS FREQUENCIES CALCULATED UNDER HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY, 
AND GOODNESS OF FIT TESTED BY CHI-SQUARE 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Observed Class Standard Area Below Area Calcul. 
Freq., fi Bounds, x Var. Z Z in (4) Between Freq., Fi 
1 609' 796. 375 -3.025 .0013 .0013 1.3 3 .0097 9.7 
52 621,796.375 -2.286 .0110 .0496 49.6 
152 633,796.375 -1. 547 .0606 .1484 . 148.8 
270 645,796.375 -0.808 .2090 .2631 263.1 
268 657,796.375 -0.069 .4721 • 27 65 276.5 
169 669,796.375 0.669 .7486 .1721 172.1 
69 681,796.375 1.409 .9207 .0635 63.5 693,796.375 2.148 .9842 15 705,396.375 2.886 .9981 .0139 13.9 1 .0018 1.9 


















COMPUTER OUTPUT: CHI-SQUARE TEST 
FOR GENERAL EXPRESSION 4 
63 
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HISTOlmAM OIJrF·IJT UF iiIHllLATillN 
********'**'*****''**'******** 
FREUUENC'r' 
l DOT ~ 4,6) 


























































OBSERVED DISTRIBUTION OF 1000 RANDOM VALUES FOR THE MASS FLOW RATE EQUATION 
CLASS FREQUENCIES CALCULATED UNDER HYPOTHESIS OF NORMALITY, 
AND GOODNESS OF FIT TESTED BY CHI-SQUARE 
(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Observed Class Standard Area Below Area Calcul. 
Freq., fi Bounds, x Var. Z Z in (4) Between Freq., Fi 
2 1.0626 -3.32 .0005 .0005 .5 1 .0023 2.3 
8 1.0638 -2. 77 .0028 .0101 10.1 
26 1. 0650 -2. 23 .0129 .0336 33.6 
75 1. 0662 -1.68 .0465 .0806 80.6 
149 1. 0674 -1.14 .1271 .1505 150.5 
226 1. 0686 -0.591 .2776 .2064 206.4 
196 1. 0698 -0.045 .4840 .2075 207.5 1. 0710 .50 .6915 165 1.0722 1.045 .8508 .1593 159.3 97 1.0734 1.591 .9441 .0933 93.3 35 .0397 39.7 
17 1.0746 2.14 .9838 .0125 12.5 
3 1. 0758 2.68 .9963 .0037 3.7 
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